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In my line of work, this question and the following 
conversation comes up quite a bit, and I always have the same 
answer. “The most fun you could ever possibly have with 
three guns!!!”  Of course, I am a little biased. 

Modern 3-Gun is what I call the “extreme” shooting sport. 
This isn’t your daddy’s CMP match, and it darn sure isn’t your 
granddaddy’s trap or skeet match. This sport pushes shooters 
and their equipment to the extremes. Rifles will be shot at 
paper targets CQB style (Close Quarters Combat), and then in 
the same stage, steel targets will be engaged all the way out to 
350 or 400 yards at most matches. Some matches have plates 
out as far as 600 yards. Shotguns will be pushed to their limits 
shooting everything from 4” round plates and flying clays to 
slugs on steel plates out to 100 yards. Pistols like the rifles 
will engage close-range paper targets and stretch the limits of 
the shooter and the equipment with plates out to 60 yards. 
Anything you have ever even considered doing with a rifle, 
pistol, or shotgun has already been done in modern 3-Gun.

Courses of Fire

Ok…now that I have you thinking about all the crazy things 
you have thought about doing at one of these 3-Gun matches, 
let me go over what a typical course of fire looks like. One of 
the cool things about 3-Gun is you will never shoot the same 
course of fire twice so every stage is a brand new experience. 
A true 3-Gun stage requires the use of all three guns, and 

you’ll start most courses with your 
pistol loaded and holstered, and either 
your shotgun, or rifle, or both, loaded 
and staged someplace on the course of 
fire in a “drop box” (a drop box is some 
type of box or table used to safely pick 
up or discard a long gun or pistol during 
the course of fire). 

Courses of fire are initiated by the 
beep of a timer which records the 
sound of the shots, and the final shot 
stops the clock. At the sound of the 
buzzer, a simple stage might look 
something like this:

1. Pick up shotgun from drop 
box and engage six 8” round plates 
with shot at about 12 yards. After 
these plates have been knocked down, 
discard shotgun in drop box.

2. While moving to the rifle which 
could be 25 yards downrange, draw 
pistol and engage 12 paper targets with 
two rounds each. The match director 
will put large numbers of paper targets 
out there to be engaged with the pistol 
to ensure that even the shooters with 
high-capacity magazines will have to 
make a reload.

3. Upon arrival at the rifle, 
completely empty the pistol and 
discard in drop box. Pick up rifle and 
engage eight paper targets with two 
rounds each while moving to the long-
range target engagement area which 
is 30 yards away. Now that your heart 
rate is up, without using bipods or 

other means of support, you must hit a 10” round plate at 
175, 250, 325, and 380 yards. Each plate only needs to be hit 
one time.

The good shooters will get a course of fire like this 
completed in about 36 seconds. Five seconds to pick up the 
shotgun, shoot down the six plates, and discard the shotgun. 
Fifteen seconds to draw the pistol, engage six targets, make a 
reload, engage six more targets, and completely empty and 
discard pistol...all while covering the 25-yard distance to get 
to the rifle. Sixteen more seconds would be needed to engage 
eight close-range rifle targets while on the move to the long-
range firing position, and then the four long-range rifle plates. 
Pretty fast, right?

Scoring

So, now you are probably thinking, “How in the world do 
you score something like that!?”  Well, actually, over the years 
through trial and error, a pretty easy scoring system has been 
developed. It is referred to as “time plus” scoring, and most of 
the major 3-Gun matches across the nation are going to this 
system. Time plus uses the raw time it took you to shoot the 
stage and then factors in any penalties or bonuses you may 
have received during the course of fire. The adjusted time is 
then divided by the fastest shooter’s time. The fastest shooter 
receives 100 points for that stage, and you’ll get a percentage 
of that 100 points based on your time divided by theirs. This 

Above: Danny Garcia shooting his 4th Generation GLOCK 17 9mm at the 2010 
MGM Ironman. 12-gauge speed loaders by California Competition Works provided 

by Brownells. Magazine pouch from 3 Gun Gear.

What is Modern 3-Gun?
By: Travis Gibson
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happens for every stage, and whoever has the most points at 
the end wins. 

Penalties are 10 seconds for a missed stationary clay or 
steel, five seconds for an un-neutralized paper target, and 15 
seconds for a completely un-hit paper target. The bonuses 
are a little different story. Some of them score as little as 
five seconds, and some are as much as 15 seconds. They are 
usually tougher targets like long-range plates (500 + yards), 
flying clays, slug plates out to 100 yards (12”x18”), or tennis 
balls hanging from a string at 60 yards. Match directors put 
bonus targets out there so the good shooters can better 
their scores, the mediocre shooters will be enticed to shoot 
at them, and the beginner shooters will have something to 
practice when they get home!

Equipment

This is one of the big challenges of 3-Gun. There are as many 
different opinions on 3-Gun equipment as the day is long. I’m 
a relative “newbie” when it comes to 3-Gun, this only being 
my sixth season, and I’m still refining my equipment setup. 
I’m getting pretty close, but every year at the SHOT show, I 
see something new and exciting to try out that I just can’t say 
no to!!  I’m sure the next new toy will help me shave another 
couple of hundredths off my target transitions or help my 
long-range hits come a second or two faster or speed up my 
shotgun reloads by a second or…the list is never-ending!

Now, with all of that being said, you can still get into 3-Gun 
with some basic equipment that won’t cost you an arm and a 
leg. Here is a short list of items you’ll need in addition to the 
three guns you will need:

1. First and foremost!!  Good eye and ear protection. 
This safety gear is of the upmost importance and should not 
be skimped on!  The orange or green foam ear plugs have 
some of the highest decibel ratings of any and cost the least. 
ANSI-approved safety glasses are also a must.

2. A sturdy belt to mount all of your gear on. Thick 
leather will work, but a good nylon outer belt with hook and 
loop closer on the inside to mount an inner belt to is best.

3. A good tactical-style holster that will retain your pistol. 
You could do cartwheels in it without losing your pistol. 

4. Three 30-round rifle magazines. You should only need 
two, but an extra is always good to have. 

5. One rifle magazine pouch. As stated above, match 
directors will often make the rifle portion of a 3-Gun stage 
require 32 rounds so they can test your rifle reloading skills.

6. Three pistol magazine pouches. Plan on doing pistol 
magazine changes on half of the stages. 

7. Some sort of shotgun shell holder. Even a large cargo 
pocket on a pair of pants will work, but eventually, something 
built specifically for 3-Gun will be necessary. 

 
How to find a match

Last, but not least, is how to find a match. There are several 
good resources for finding matches, but most of them are 
dealing with major events. As 3-Gun is a fairly new sport and 
still growing, finding a monthly or quarterly 3-Gun match 
can be difficult. One good resource is www.3gunnation.com.  
This is a new website built by the founders of the National 
3-Gun Association. It just so happens these are the same guys 
that started a new television series that aired last year on 
the Versus channel called “3 Gun Nation.” All of last year’s 
events are online, and there is some great footage of some 
of the best 3-Gun shooters on the face of the earth. Look 
there for starters. Another good resource is the Brian Enos 
forum http://www.brianenos.com/forums. There are quite 
a few announcements there. Last but not least, send me an 
email, and I’ll see what I can round up for you. I know some 
people around the country. You might have to make a couple 
of phone calls and do a little emailing, but I’ll at least get you 
headed in the right direction. Like I said, this is a new sport 

Top right: Jake Denno (12) knocking over the plates on the 
shotgun plate rack with his Bennelli M4 shotgun at the 
2010 MGM Ironman. His pistol is an STI custom 1911 9mm 
single-stack. Bottom right: Sarah Bowers shooting a custom 
Bushmaster by Robert of RK Gunsmithing with a Valdada 
IOR scope. Double magazine connector and bipod from 

Brownells.

and sometimes the matches can be far and few between, but 
it’s growing!!!  Good luck and good shooting!
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Junior Prizes in Place for 3 Gun Nation Tour 

Above:  Jake Denno (12) seen here at Fort Benning is one 
of several juniors who should have an excellent chance in 
qualifying for the 3 Gun Nation Shoot-Off and a chance 
for the $5,000 from Cheaper Than Dirt. Jake is specializing 
in 3-Gun competitions and plans to attend every 3 Gun 

Nation event this year.

Junior shooters now have the chance to win nearly $10,000 
in cash during the 2011 FNH USA 3 Gun Nation (3GN) Tour, 
presented by SureFire. 

In the 3 Gun Nation Team Event, presented by Brownells, 
the top Junior and Lady competitors will be chosen as team 
captains. They will each then draw two additional teammates 
from the field, and those two teams will go head-to-head in 
a relay race on the 3GN Shoot-Off stage. The winning team 
members will receive $500 each, with the opposing team 
receiving product from Brownells. 

At the 3GN Championship in November, the final team 
event of the year will take place, with $1,000 going to each 
winner, along with more Brownells’ prizes to the opposing 
team.

To culminate the 2011 season, the top junior shooters 
from the 3GN Tour will be invited to a Junior Shoot-Off at the 
3GN Championship. Run just like the main event, juniors will 
battle their way through a bracket of their peers, with the 
winner taking home $5,000, courtesy of Cheaper Than Dirt! 
To qualify for the 3GN Championship, juniors must compete 
in a minimum of three, 3GN-affiliated events.

“We’re always happy to be able to support the shooting 
sports in any way possible, and we’re even more excited to 
help encourage new shooters by sponsoring the 3 Gun Nation 
Junior division,” said Michael Tenny, CEO, Cheaper Than Dirt! 
“Faced with political pressure to ban the importation of the 
competition shotguns that have made 3-Gun into the sport it 
is today, I think it’s critical that we as an industry pull together 
to support all of the shooting sports in any way we can.”

3GN’s new Team Event and Junior Shoot-Off represent the 
highest cash purses available to juniors in practical shooting, 
part of 3GN’s continuing effort to get more junior shooters 
involved in the sport.

“Fostering increased participation is vital to the well-being 
of the shooting sports,” said Chad Adams, Vice President, 
National 3-Gun Association. “As 3GN continues to grow, 
we’re going to keep adding additional prizes and platforms 
to entice more shooters to get into the sport of 3-Gun. Not 
only will that make the sport stronger, but it will go a long way 
toward making shooting, in general, a more accepted part of 
American society.”

Complete rules and information for the Team Event and 
Junior Shoot-Off will be posted soon at www.3gunnation.com.

3 Gun Nation Events & Point Matches

• March 25-27: Superstition Mountain Mystery 3-Gun
• June 5-11: MGM Ironman
• Aug. 4-6: JP Enterprises Rocky Mountain 3-Gun
• Sept. 9-11: Adams Arms Ozark 3-Gun Championship
• Nov. 10-12: FNH USA-3GN Championships

Remaining 3GN Points Matches

• March 25-27: Superstition Mountain Mystery 3-Gun
• April 29-May 1: DPMS/Bushnell BRM3G
• June 5-11: MGM Ironman
• Aug. 4-6: JP Enterprises Rocky Mountain 3-Gun
• Aug. 26-28: AR15.com/Rockcastle Pro-Am
• Sept. 9-11: Adams Arms Ozark 3-Gun
• Oct. 21-23: USPSA Multi-Gun Nationals
• Nov. 10-12: FNH USA-3GN Championships

Above:  Hayden Hixson (15) is improving constantly. His pistol 
shooting is absolutely amazing! With more rifle and shotgun 
practice, his times will continue to improve to the point where 
he might be one of the top junior competitors at the finals. He 
is shown here shooting the Sig Sauer P226 during the MGM 
Ironman 2010 event where he came in 50th out of 101 shooters 

in the Tactical Scope class.

Above:  Cody Leeper (16) has extensive precision shooting 
experience and if he makes enough qualifying 3 Gun 
Nation matches should be a contender at the finals. Shown 
here on Stage 4A at the MGM Ironman shooting a Next 
Generation Arms MP 168 AR with a Horus Vision Talon 
scope. He came in 30th out of 101 shooters in the Tactical 

Scope class at the MGM Ironman 2010.

By: Chad Adams  
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Getting Juniors Started in Modern 3-Gun
By: Travis Gibson

Getting junior shooters involved in the action shooting 
sports can sometimes be difficult. With the recently growing 
national television exposure by Shooting USA and 3 Gun 
Nation, getting past the social taboo of guns is getting much 
easier, but there are still other obstacles to overcome: The 
cost of the gear, parents’ approval, if they aren’t the ones 
trying to get the kids involved. And one of the biggest hurdles 
I personally have seen…the kids’ already busy schedules!  
Most shooting happens in the summer which is the same time 
as baseball, summer camp, and family vacations. However, 
once you have overcome all of these challenges, getting a kid 

Above:  Sarah Bowers (16) at the MGM Ironman 2008 has been the only junior girl to shoot the Ironman so far. 
Shown here shooting a customized Remington 1100.

involved in shooting is a really rewarding endeavor.
Throughout this article, I’m going to try and give you some 

information that will help you get a junior started shooting 
in 3-Gun. If you have ever helped get someone involved in 
pistol shooting, take that amount of work and triple it!  As you 
may expect, getting rolling in 3-Gun takes, well, three times as 
much work!  Don’t let this discourage you, though. Hopefully, 
the information I give you will help on the coaching end of 
things as well as the financial end of things.

I’m going to assume you have a junior who is willing to 
devote the time and energy to make this happen and a parent 
that is supportive of his or her decision. So we’ll start out with 
the gear. Most junior shooters are going to be somewhat 

don’t want to buy new ones, check around at your local 
club. Everyone wants to help a junior, and everyone has 
boxes and boxes of high speed/low drag, black plastic gear 
sitting around at home. 

The biggest hurdle I’ve had to overcome with the gear is 
the shotgun. At some point, to be competitive, the gun will 
need to hold eight or nine rounds. The issue I have seen 
is that even if you get a youth model or have a shotgun 
with a short stock, most kids lack the upper body strength 
to hold up a shotgun for an extended period of time. The 
problem is after they have engaged eight or nine targets 
and then reloaded it, they are getting too fatigued to hold 
it steady enough to engage the remaining targets. Loading 

smaller than you are, so sharing gear may or may not be an 
option. A collapsible stock on a rifle will be a huge help, and 
a pistol can be shot by just about anyone. If you don’t have a 
collapsible stock and don’t mind sharing your gear, you could 
look at getting a dedicated lower for the kid. This would make 
for an easy swap between shooters, and the junior would 
probably take a great deal of pride in having something that 
was especially theirs - even if you did actually own it due to 
ATF regulations and laws.

The pistol and magazines can easily be shared. Getting 
them set up with their own holster and magazine pouches 
will make both of your lives much easier. Rounding up a cheap 
kydex holster and magazine pouches is pretty easy, too. If you 
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a shotgun is a skill heavily tested in 3-Gun so they should just 
plan on doing it - A LOT. The only way for kids to get around 
this is to bulk up. I suggest push-ups and pull-ups. Both of 
these will help a lot.

The next issue I’d like to cover is training. There are really 
two aspects to training for any of the action shooting sports. 
One of them is the actual shooting, and the other is the 
mental game. One of the best ways to prepare for the mental 
game is to shoot a lot of pistol matches. I’m not talking about 
steel challenge-type matches, and I’m not talking about “box 
shoot” matches where the course description specifies “shoot 
XXX from box A and XXX from box B.” These will not help with 
the mental game. The types of matches I’m referring to are 
full-on “figure it out yourself” stages. The course description 
will read something like this:  “Engage targets from delineated 
shooting area as they become visible.” This is a great tool 
because the only difference between a good pistol match and 
a 3-Gun match is the guns you use!  If your new shooter is 
able to figure out where to make reloads and which targets 
to engage from where and which targets to engage from 
different shooting areas, they will be much more prepared 
for when they have to engage eight shotgun targets, two slug 
targets, and three more shotgun targets. Believe me!  It can 
be difficult!

It is no secret that the shooting portion of 3-Gun practice 
can get fairly expensive. Here are a couple of ideas I have 
come up with to get around this. First of all, do lots of dry 
fire. This can be done with all three firearms. Draws and 
transitions with the pistol are very easy to work on. With the 
rifle, I suggest practicing starts from both low ready and port 
arms positions. It is hard to practice the long-range portion of 
the rifle, but the kids will be amazed at how fast they improve 
on their close-range target transitions with a small amount of 
dry fire. 

With the shotgun, the biggest portion of my practice time 
is spent loading it. The best way to do this at home is with 
dummy rounds. If you know someone who reloads shotgun 
shells, ask them to make you up some dummy rounds. Have 
them use tumbling media for the powder and then just leave 
the old primer in and put in new shot to get the weight 
right. “Factory” dummy rounds are available, but they are 
somewhat expensive. I have worn out a couple of sets of my 
dummy rounds my buddy loaded up for me, but I don’t have 
too much trouble getting him to make more for me. There 
are excellent dummy rounds available at a low price from 
Brownells at www.brownells.com.

When it comes time to do the actual shooting part of the 
practice session, I highly suggest using .22s. I have used both 
.22 rifles and pistols for 3-Gun practice.  You don’t need to 
have the high-end conversion kits to get this done effectively. 
I have used a standard Ruger 10/22 for rifle practice and a 
.22 pistol. Thirty minutes with a couple of small pieces of 
steel at 30-40 yards to practice off-hand shooting with will 
greatly increase your junior’s confidence. Get a Butler Creek 
magazine and speed loader, and you can put a bunch of 
rounds downrange in no time.

Above:  Corey Shaw (17) shooting a FNH SCAR 16 .223 with 
Swarovski Z6i scope. Sling is a Viking Tactics provided by 

Brownells.

Left: Jake Denno at 12 years old is the youngest person so 
far to shoot the Ironman. Right:  Danny Garcia (17) carrying 
the dummy on stage nine of the MGM Ironman 2011. He 
came in 38th out of 101 shooters in the scoped tactical 

class.

Above: Dallin Hixson (16) shooting a Ruger SR-556 .223 with 
an Alpen scope and a bipod provided by Brownells. Pistol 
is a Ruger SR-9 9mm in a Ted Blocker competition holster. 

Shotgun shell vest provided by 3 Gun Gear.

Above: Hayden Hixson (15) shooting a Sig Sauer P226 9mm  
at the swinger from the bunker at the 2010 MGM Ironman. 

Shotgun belt and mag pouches provided by 3 Gun Gear.
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Below: Wyatt Gibson (10) custom AR-15 with a Cavalry 
Arms lower and JP Enterprises trigger, barrel, forend and 
stock. Lupold MK 4 1-1/2x5 with a switchview from MGM 

Targets for changing the magnification.

Above: Jessie Previtt (14) holding her STAG Arms Model 1 
.223 with Burris 3-9x scope and Burris FastFire II red dot. 
The pistol is an FNH FNX-9 9mm in a BladeTec holster. Belt 
and mag pouches are from CR Speed. She is a newcomer 

to 3-Gun competitions but showing a strong start. 

Really, the only two things you can’t practice with .22s are 
the shotgun and the long-range rifle. These are both integral 
parts of 3-Gun and have to be practiced if your junior wants 
to succeed. As much as everyone would like to think of this 
sport as a true 3-Gun with all three guns being tested equally, 
very few matches test accuracy with a pistol and shotgun. In 
my opinion, it all really boils down to how well you can shoot 
your rifle at long-range targets and how well you can load 
your shotgun. If your junior can do both of these things well, 
they’ll do great at a match.

For long-range rifle practice, I use a 4-inch round target 
at 150 yards, a 6-inch round at 200-250, a 10-inch round at 
300-350, and 1/2 sized silhouette targets past that. All of 
these targets, with the exception of the 1/2 sized silhouettes, 
are either self-setting or have a hit indicator. (Time for my 
shameless plug - all of these targets can be found at www.
mgmtargets.com). Total set-up time for these four targets is 
about eight minutes. These are great targets, and there is no 
way I’d be where I am now without them - and I’m not just 
saying that because I’m the owner’s kid!

If you are making sure your kid is doing quality practice, it 
doesn’t take thousands of rounds every week to get good. I 
have found that one long-range practice session every week 
engaging targets out to about 400 yards will increase their 
skill level exponentially. The goal is to have every round be 

a hit. Of course, just like any action shooting sport, they will 
need to track their times so they can tell if they are improving. 
Shooting 100-150 rounds a week will be a great practice 
session. 

The last piece of advice I have is to go beg, borrow, steal, or 
preferably buy two videos. The first one is by Bennie Cooley. It 
focuses totally on the AR platform, and he covers everything 
from shooting on the move to clearing malfunctions. This is 
a great video. The second one I suggest getting is by Matt 
Burkett. Matt has quite a few videos out and they are all great 
(I know because I have them all), but there is a ton of great 
information in his AR video. 

There you have it: The Readers Digest condensed version of 
how to get a junior shooting 3-Gun. The most important thing 
to remember is to make sure they are having fun. At some 
point, they might go off to college or discover boys/girls or 
take up other hobbies and forget about shooting, but as they 
grow older they’ll remember how much fun they had as a kid 
shooting, and they’ll come back to it. Be safe and have fun!

Editor’s Note: Travis Gibson is an outstanding USPSA, steel 
challenge, and 3-Gun competitor with a wealth of knowledge 
on competitive shooting. He is also the Match Director for the 
MGM Ironman in Parma, Idaho.

Cody Leeper (15) shooting a Next Generation Arms MP 
168 5.56 NATO / .223 with a Horus Vision Talon scope. 
Viking Tactics sling provided by Brownells. Ear and eye 

protection from Radians.

Contact Information:
3 Gun Nation: www.3gunnation.com
MGM Targets: www.mgmtargets.com
Matt Burkett: www.mattburkett.com
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Rifles for Modern 3-Gun
When starting out in a shooting sport, it should be fun; 

follow the safety rules but have fun. It is always nice to have 
the best gear for the sport so you can be the most competitive. 
However, in the beginning, that really isn’t necessary. Having 
fun and getting an idea of the sport is the main thing. This 
really means you can use what firearms you have or borrow 
some. You don’t have to have a super duper, custom gun. I 
have shot 3-Gun with both modern firearms and cowboy guns 
(what a hoot!) 

Large magazine capacities, a small amount of drop out to 
400 yards, and excellent sights, either iron or optics depending 
upon what division you shoot in, are required for the rifles 
used in 3-Gun competitions. The most popular type of rifle is 
the MSR, or Modern Sporting Rifle the AR-15. This rifle and 
its many variants has all of those features needed with most 
models incorporating a picatinny rail for mounting optics. 

Though there is a heavy division in which larger calibers 
are used such as the .308 along with heavier rifles, the most 
common caliber is the Remington .223/5.56 NATO round. This 
cartridge is the military standard, and using their standard 
bullet of a Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) bullet of 55-grains of factory 
ammunition, in this case Winchester, you can calculate your 
ballistics table. 

By: The Juniors and the Staff

You should have some idea of the yardage you will be 
shooting at for multiple targets when entering in all of 
the information for your calculations. I usually like to set 
my zero at 200 yards. My sight-in-height (center-of-scope 
above center-of-barrel = line-of-sight) is usually about 3”. 
Winchester factory velocity for this round is 3,240. This gives 
me a point-of-impact of +0.7” at 100 yards, 0” at 200 yards, 
-6.2” at 300 yards, and -19.9” at 400 yards. This is well within 
an adjustment factor on where you aim on the target without 
even using a ballistic (MOA lined) reticle and is an excellent 
starting point for any shooter. Note that a change in velocity, 
bullet weight, bullet type, temperature, or altitude will affect 
your bullet drop. See Winchester’s ballistic chart below.

For Kids
By Kids
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Above: Cody Leeper (15) testing the Bushmaster CMP A3 competition Modern Sporting Rifle. The lower is from Cavalry 
Arms with a lower parts kit from Brownells.

Junior Shooters has received a variety of semi-automatic 
Modern Sporting Rifles (MSR) from our sponsors and other 
manufacturers for testing and use in 3-Gun competitions. 
These are the ones we are going to include here. Articles 
on each of these, if not already written, will appear in later 
issues of Junior Shooters magazine or on our website at 
www.juniorshooters.net.

Complete Rifles Received Include:

Bushmasters’ target A2 CMP model (Sponsor)
FNH USA’s SCAR 16 standard 14” barrel  (Major Sponsor)
Next Generation Arms MP 168 SPC
Remington R-15
Rock River Arms LAR-15 (Sponsor)
Ruger SR-556 (Sponsor)
Sig Sauer 556 (Sponsor)
Smith & Wesson M&P 15
Stag Arms Model 1 (Sponsor)

Uppers, Lowers, and Components for Custom Rifles 
Include:

ATI Stocks: stocks and forends  (Sponsor)
Brownells: lower parts kits, bipods, slings, magazines,    
          gunsmithing tools, etc. (Major Sponsor)
Bushmaster: A3 complete upper (Sponsor)
Cavalry Arms: lowers and lower parts kits (Sponsor)
Krieger Barrels: barrels (Sponsor)
LAR (Grizzly) Man: OSP 2 upper w/o barrel (Sponsor)

Optics for Rifles Included:

Alpen Outdoors scopes, spotting scopes, & binoculars
          (Sponsor)
Burris scope and red dot (Sponsor)
Bushnell scopes, spotting scopes, and binoculars

(Sponsor)
Horus Vision scope (Sponsor)
Swarovski (Sponsor)
Valdada scope (Sponsor)

We really appreciate all of your support. You make this 
publication possible and provide a real opportunity for 
juniors to participate in the shooting sports as well as 
writing about their experiences to encourage new juniors 
to become involved.

Bushmaster
Bushmaster also has provided us with A3 CMP Competition 

uppers in both 201 and 20110 from which we have made 
custom rifles. These are great rifles and we were plinking at 
soda cans off-hand at 100 yards right out of the box!

These custom rifles with Bushmaster uppers have been 
used in 3-Gun matches, sporting rifle matches, plinking, and 
hunting.

The Bushmaster heavy-barreled target A2 CMP model 
was the main MSR/AR-15 we used for the 2008 MGM 
Ironman. We had it modified by our gunsmith Robert at RK 
Gunsmithing.  It was used by Terry Bowers (father) and Sarah 
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Above: Sarah Bowers (16) at the 2008 MGM Ironman shooting a Bushmaster heavy-barreled competition A2 that 
was customized by Robert Krone at RK Gunsmithing. Harris Bipod and 100-round  Beta Mag drum from Brownells. 

Scope is a Valdada IOR M-2 4-24x tactical scope.

Above: Corey Shaw (17) with his FNH SCAR with a 
Swarovski Z6i scope on stage 6 at the 2010 MGM 

Ironman.

Bowers (16, daughter) during this match with great success. 
It shot over 1,400 rounds in three days without cleaning and 
is an outstanding firearm. A complete article on the High 
Power CMP version prior to modification was published in 
Junior Shooters magazine Volume 3 Spring 2008, and the 
customized version was also included in the article A Junior 
Girl Shoots The MGM Ironman featured on our website at 
www.juniorshooters.net

FNH USA’s SCAR
We received the SCAR 16 standard model with a 14” barrel 

from FNH USA with an exclamation of excitement. The SCAR 
is just plain cool! Here is what Corey Shaw (17) who used it 
throughout the 2010 Ironman said about it: 

“This summer I had the opportunity to shoot Fabrique 
Nationale Herstal (FNH) USA’s SCAR.  SCAR is an acronym 
for Special Combat Assault Rifle. And, oh, boy, is it SPECIAL!  
FNH USA has changed the name to the MK 16, but it is still 
the same rifle, only now you have the option to have a short 
barrel, a long barrel, or a standard length barrel.  I shot the 
standard length barrel version when FNH USA and Junior 
Shooters magazine sponsored me to shoot in the 2010 MGM 
Ironman.

“First, I’d like to talk about how the SCAR (MK 16) looks, 
feels, and handles.  I won’t lie; the SCAR is fairly chunky 
compared to a standard AR-15, but chunky doesn’t mean 
heavy.  The SCAR is far from heavy. It’s only 7.24 pounds 
empty. Due to the fact that the SCAR is so light and you can 
fling it around from target to target, sometimes it feels more 
like you’re shooting a .22 LR rather than a full-on combat rifle.  
In my opinion, the SCAR has the very best ergonomics ever 
put on a rifle.  It is completely ambidextrous, meaning that 
righties and lefties can use this rifle with no problems.  For 
example, the safety is on both sides, and rather than having 
to swivel the pointer 90 degrees to make the SCAR “Safe” 
or ready to “Fire,” the pointer only has to move about 30 
degrees. In order to make the rifle more ambidextrous, FNH 
USA had the charging handle made so that the shooter could 
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flip it from side-to-side in a matter of seconds. The SCAR also 
possesses magazine release buttons on the left and right 
side in order to have fast magazine changes no matter what 
position you’re firing from.  The SCAR comes right out of the 
box with mounting rails bristling from every side so that you’ll 
never run out of space for all of your gadgets.  To top it all off, 
it has a six-point telescopic folding stock with an adjustable 
cheek rest.

“The reliability of the SCAR is absolutely astounding.  The 
entire time I was at the MGM Ironman I did not clean any part 
of the rifle, and it functioned flawlessly.  That may not seem 
like that big of a deal to most people, but when you consider 
that it had about 400 rounds shot out of it each day, and on 
top of that it was in mud, sand, and on concrete, that says a 
great deal about the quality and durability of the SCAR.” 

Above: Cody Leeper (15) shooting the Next Generation 
Arms MP 168 with a Horus Vision Talon scope. The NGA 

MP 168 has a guaranteed MOA of 5/8”.

Next Generation Arms MP 168 SPC

The Next Generation Arms MP 168 SPC is a high quality 
firearm that is extremely accurate with a 5/8” Minute Of 
Angle (MOA) at 100 yards!  It is one of the best MSR/AR-15 
style rifles out there and I can’t wait to get my hands on Next 
Generation Arms’ newest model the X7. The MP 168 features 
a 4-pound trigger pull, crisp break, short reset, and allows 
very fast and accurate multi-taps. Here is the first paragraph 
of the full article by Cody Leeper (16) that is available on our 
website at www.juniorshooters.net:

“There’s an old saying that there is nothing new under 
the sun, and in the world of firearms, that is generally true, 
especially with AR-type rifles and carbines now that everyone 
with a machine shop seems to be producing one. But, 
occasionally, something comes along that is different from 
the rest of the pack. Next Generation Arms has entered the 
market with an AR-type rifle that is unique in several ways. 
First, and by far most important in my opinion, is the ceramic 
coating on the bolt and bolt carrier coupled with ceramic in 
the interior of the receiver and the charging handle. Nothing 
sticks to their surface and they are self-lubricating. The 
ceramic is impervious to corrosion, and with the process used 
by Next Gen, it is impossible to remove the coating without 
removing the metal itself. The coating isn’t all hype. Since I 
received my MP 168, I have fired over 3,000 rounds through 

it and haven’t had a single jam or misfire. The best part is 
that I still have yet to put a single drop of oil in it or clean the 
action, and it still runs like a dream! Now, to me that proves 
the reliability of this wonderful rifle.” 

Remington R-15
The Remington R-15 is an excellent MSR for small game, 

varmints, plinking, sporting rifle matches, and has now made 
its way into 3-Gun competitions. Craig Hixson, father of two 
of our junior shooters, says:

“If you look on the back of the 2010 MGM Ironman T-shirt, 
you will find a list of requirements in order to shoot the 
Ironman.  My favorite requirement is that you will shoot 
300 rounds a day after having 1 ½ lbs. of Parma moondust 
blown into your guns and gear.’   They aren’t kidding about 
the Parma moondust.  After spending all day in the hot Parma 
sun, running and gunning your guts out, the last thing you 
want to do is break down your rifle and clean it in preparation 
for the next day of shooting.  I decided to quickly put some 
Remington gun oil on my rifle, set it in its case, and give in 
to the call of my sleeping bag.  As I drifted off to sleep with 
visions of long-range targets dancing in my head, I prayed that 
my Remington would have my back and perform just as well 
as it had the first day.  

“Like a kid on Christmas morning, I leapt out of my sleeping 
bag early that next morning and ran to my gun case. I grabbed 
my Remington, hopped on my four-wheeler, and made a mad 
dash to my first stage.  I waited in anticipation for the timer 
to go off.  I raised my Remington, acquired my first target, and 
sent my first round downrange. I heard the RO yell out ‘HIT.’ 
Over the two remaining days and with each ‘hit,’ my devotion 
to my Remington R15 continued to grow.  

Above: Craig Hixson (staff) with a Remington R-15. Scope 
is from Alpen Outdoors mounted on a Warne scope mount 

with an Aimpoint red dot. Harris bipod from Brownells.

“The R15 is a stock rifle with no after-market modifications 
other than a Warne RAMP Scope Mount with an Aimpoint red 
dot and Apex 3-9x scope.  It cycles steel-cased ammo just as 
easily as brass, even when running dry.  I really enjoyed the 
collapsible stock which came in handy when needing to clear 
a double feed, which only happened a few times.  That darn 
moondust!

“I know that I should be diligent and clean my Remington 
after each major use.  Running my rifle in that condition is 
not recommended, but I couldn’t be happier with the results.   
Three days of constant shooting (over 800 rounds) and 4 ½ 
lbs of moondust embedded in my Remington R15 and not a 
major malfunction is a testament to the quality of Remington 
products.

“This is definitely a must-have gun that I would love to add 
to my arsenal of Remington guns.”
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Rock River Arms LAR-15
This rifle was the primary firearm used by Danny Garcia 

(17) in the 2010 MGM Ironman. It has a heavy barrel, a very 
tight fit between the upper and lower receivers, and comes 
with a non-adjustable A2-type stock. The rifle we received is 
a competition model for increased accuracy and has a free 
float, thermo-mold handguard. It is one sweet rifle with sub 
one MOA accuracy, and we have both an NM A2 and NM A4 
(detachable handle) uppers. The complete article by Danny 
was published in Volume 8 (October 2010) of Junior Shooters 
magazine and may also be found on our website at www.
juniorshooters.net. 

Above: Rock River Arms LAR-15 with an Alpen scope and 
Sig Sauer red dot mounted on a Warne scope mount.

Ruger SR-556
The Ruger SR-556 has a two-stage piston operation with an 

adjustable regulator. We received one for testing that worked 
out very well for Dallin Hixson (16) who used it in the 2010 
MGM Ironman. Here is what Dallin had to say:

“The SR-556 rifle is an awesome rifle! I love this gun because 
of the way it shoots, the way it feels in my hands, and it looks 

Above: Rock River Arms LAR-15 with an Alpen scope and 
Sig Sauer red dot mounted on a Warne scope mount.

remarkable. I have put thousands of rounds through this rifle, 
including the 700 that I shot at the MGM Ironman, and it still 
performs flawlessly.

“From what I have been told, I am the first and only person 
to use the Ruger SR-556 in the Ironman. I find this surprising 
because it is one of the greatest MSRs I have ever seen. I am 
sure that one of these days people will wake up and realize 
how great this gun really is. Out of all the people that I have 
talked to who are familiar with the SR-556, we have all come 
to agreement that the SR-556 is a very reliable gun!

“One of my favorite parts to this gun is its rail guards. It 
has big rail guards that slip on and off. This makes it easier 
and more comfortable on your hands so you don’t have 
to rest them on the rails all the time. The quad rails make 
it so there is ample space to mount any type of sight, such 
as a red dot, laser, or any other accessory. It also makes you 
more comfortable shooting the gun, and it improves your 
performance immensely. Also, I really love the grips and the 
trigger pull; it feels like you are grabbing a pistol. They are 
extremely comfortable. These grips are a small detail on the 
gun but make a huge difference in your performance, no 
matter how you chose to use this gun!

“I have put thousands of rounds through this gun and have 
had few malfunctions! Out of the thousands of rounds through 
this gun, I would say it jammed on me 20 times at the most! 
I am amazed at how well this gun can perform even under 
extreme conditions such as the Ironman. While there, I never 
cleaned my rifle (which was probably not the best decision). 
At the end of the match, I took a look at my gun, and it was 
covered in the Parma moondust and the dirtiest it has ever 
been. I couldn’t believe how it kept going the way it did. The 
best part was that I rarely experienced any malfunctions. That 
is a huge testament that this is a gun that definitely rises to 
the challenge. If it can survive the MGM Ironman, it definitely 
has what it takes to be a top-notch gun. 

“The Ruger SR-556 is very accurate. When I took the gun 
out for the first time, I was amazed at my group sizes. They 
weren’t the best, but they were still pretty good for never 
being sighted in. But once I put a scope on top, I was ready to 
roll! I decided that I needed to use a good quality scope, so I 
used an Alpen Apex Rifle scope 3-9X42. This is one of the best 
scopes I have ever used! As soon as I went to the range and 
finished sighting it in, I was dead on. I was hitting everything I 
shot at! I did very well at the Ironman during those long-range 
stages. I knew I could rely on my gun and scope to get the job 
done. 

“The ammunition that you put through it makes a huge 
difference as to where the bullet will go, or if it will even cycle 
through. The ammunition that I have mostly used is Wolf, and 
I had no problem. Every shooter is different. If you don’t like 
Wolf ammunition or prefer another choice, there is always 
Black Hills Ammunition, Federal, Sheepdog, and Winchester, 
all of which produced excellent groups. I really like the 
Sheepdog as it is very good quality ammunition, and it cycles 
through the gun flawlessly! 

“The SR-556 is a piston-driven gun. The chrome-lined gas 
block and the chrome-plated piston and regulator work to 
provide a smooth power stroke. Any by-products that happen 
to be produced during the process are forced out the bottom 
of the gas block. This keeps the action clean from any by-
product. 

“This is a very reliable and durable gun and fun to shoot for 
all ages. This gun offers the Ruger’s legendary reliability which 
is why I would recommend it to anybody who is looking for a 
good competition gun.” 

Sig Sauer 556
The Sig Sauer 556 is a proven combat effective firearm. It 

works equally well in competition shooting such as 3-Gun 
matches. We received the classic SIG 556 model. It has a sleek 
profile and is quite compact even with its 17” cold hammer 
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Above: Hayden Hixson (15) shooting the Sig Sauer 556 
at the 2010 MGM Ironman. Note the attached double 
30-round magazines. Optics are from Eotech and are a 

XPS2 A65 Holographic Reticle with a 3x Magnifier G2.

forged barrel. It takes an AR-style magazine and has rifling of  
1:7 inches, and weighs in at 8.2 pounds. Hayden Hixson (15) 
tested this firearm for us and said this:

“The Sig 556 is one of the best rifles if you are looking for 
speed and accuracy. It comes with iron sights. On the rear 
sights, there is a rotating dial that will change the size of 
the rear aperture so you can adjust for quick or slow target 
acquisition. After I got my Sig Sauer 556, I put on an Eotech 
holographic sight, which has worked phenomenally for me. It 
shoots a .223 round and is semi-automatic but does not shoot 
Wolf steel ammunition but will work fine with brass shells. It 
is lightweight, and easy to maneuver. I shot this gun in 3-Gun 
matches, and it never let me down. It has only jammed two or 
three times out of the thousands of rounds I shot through it. I 
have been impressed with its ability to perform in the hardest 
situations. 

“The grip on this rifle is unlike any I have shot before, and 
I find that it is a little more bulky than an MSR/AR-15 grip so 
there is more to hold on to. It is piston-driven, so if you are a 
guy who likes to put your hand up high on the forend of the 
gun, you will feel the gasses coming out from the front of the 
barrel.

“It has a two-stage trigger. I personally would rather have 
a one-stage trigger, but after shooting it for so long, I can 
hardly tell the difference. The more you shoot this gun the 
more comfortable you will be. I am, after shooting the MGM 
Ironman. 

“I put this gun through all it could handle, and it still 
amazed me on how well it performed even in the rain and 
Parma moondust. I did not clean this gun throughout the 
whole Ironman (my bad), but not cleaning it didn’t affect it 
at all. Finally, this gun has, as I call, it a bonus feature, it has 
a folding stock which allows for faster transitions and easy 
maneuvering.  One unique thing is the slide release. You have 
to push it up instead of down or in.  Another thing is the stock. 
It comes with two attachments to make it longer or shorter. 
I put the longer on because it feels more sturdy and secure.

“I noticed that the safety switch is ambidextrous; you can 
use it left or right. There is a little pocket that holds the bolt 
handle. I thought that was a really cool idea. So I took it out 
and put it back on. I was amazed at how easy it was to put on 
and take it off. 

“An easy thing do with this rifle is add an attachment. It has 
a picatinny rail on top, as well as on both sides and the bottom 
of the front of the forend. I put on an Eotech Holographic sight 
with a 3x magnifier in less than ten minutes, and it had a lot of 
room to adjust where I could put it. 

“I love Sig Sauer’s 556.”

Smith & Wesson M&P 15
We received two of S&W’s M&P 15s, a classic style with a 

carry handle and the 15T. Both of these rifles are excellent. We 
used them during the 2008 MGM Ironman. They were fairly 
accurate and functioned well with Black Hills Ammunition, 
Federal, Lapua, and Sheep Dog, all of which were used for 
testing. I like the flip-up rear and front sights on the 15T, and 
both of them have 1:8” rifling. Each of them were put through 
about 1,500 rounds during testing, training and were used in 
the 2008 Ironman without any hiccups at all.

Above: Smith & Wesson’s M&P 15T with a Sightron multi-
reticle red dot mounted on a riser from Brownells and a 
Viking Tactics sling also from Brownells. Shown with both 

Black Hills Ammunition and Lapua .223.

Above: Jessie Previtt (14) shooting a Stag Arms Model 1 
with a Burris Fullfield 3-9x scope and a Burris FastFire II red 

dot all mounted on a Warne RAMP mount.

Stag Arms Model 1

This is a really nice MSR. Ultra accurate, it is capable of sub 
MOA at 100 yards. It has a 1:9” rifling twist, and the carry 
handle is easy to take off allowing you to mount a scope on 
the picatinny rail. It has a 16” chrome-lined barrel and a six-
position collapsible stock. Hayden Hixson (15) helped us sight 
in and test this rifle, and he mounted a Burris 3-9x scope with 
a Burris FastFire II red dot on top of a Warne Rapid Acquisition 
Multi-sight Platform (RAMP) mount. Hayden really liked the 
gun, but off it went to Jessie Previtt (16) for her to start 
training with and shooting in 3-Gun competitions. Jessie says:

“The Stag Arms rifle is one of the first rifles that I have 
been able to use either in practice or during a match. Being a 
left-handed shooter, I would have preferred the left-handed 
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model that Stag Arms offers, but I have had great success with 
the right-handed version. It has been wonderfully reliable - 
a quality that is appreciated in all guns - and is much more 
accurate than I had any right to expect from such a reasonably 
priced rifle. My favorite part about it, though, has to be the 
smooth trigger and light recoil. With such little recoil, it is easy 
to settle back onto a target for a second shot. The Stag Arms 
rifle is an excellent rifle for any use.”

Long Range Rifles

Don’t forget the long-range stage. Long-range targets can 
be as far as 1,000 yards and sometimes include bonus targets. 
These can have a nice impact on your score if hit. We have 
used four different rifles for the long-range portion of the 
Ironman with excellent results. In 2008 we used a Ruger Mini-
14 target with a 6-24x Bushnell scope capable of achieving a 
4.5” group at 500 meters. In 2010, Cody Leeper (15) used a 
.300 Winchester magnum to hit his target, Danny Garcia (17) 
used a LAR-10 in .308 to hit his, and the rest of the group used 
the FNH SPR .308 to hit theirs (see article in the upcoming May 
2011 issue: FNH Has All Four Guns for 3-Gun Competition). 
Here are some of their comments:

Craig Hixson (father of two of the juniors that shot in the 
MGM Ironman last year) said, “The feel of FNH’s SPR, in 
relation to the synthetic stock against my shoulder, was 
comfortable. Ergonomically, the trigger placement and cheek 
weld while looking through the scope was just about perfect. 
It fit like a glove. I was thrilled when I got two bonuses at 
the 750-yard target at the MGM Ironman with this rifle and 
Black Hills Ammunition’s .308 Winchester Match, 168-grain 
boattail, hollow-point ammunition.”

Pistol Caliber Carbines

Short-range pistol carbines are also allowed in some classes 
in place of your pistol, such as the trooper class if you want 
to carry one. We have only received one that we have tested, 
the JR Carbine or Just Right Carbine from EMF. We thought 
this was a pretty cool gun for pistol targets. Quite accurate at 
short ranges, it is just plain fun to shoot. Available in 9mm, .40 
S&W, and .45acp, though the one we received was in 9mm.

Custom Rifles

Many people use custom rifles for 3-Gun competitions. It 
is fun to build or to have a custom rifle built for you, but it 
is certainly not necessary as can be seen from the reviews 
above. However, we did have a custom rifle built for us by 
Robert Krone of RK Gunsmithing for the 2008 MGM Ironman 
which worked extremely well. 

We also built a custom rifle for 2010 and are in the process 
of completing a few more for 2011 and 2012. The newer ones 
are built on Cavalry Arms or Rock River Arms lowers. Each 
is somewhat different. Variations include custom Krieger 
barrels, ATI forearms and stocks, Bushmaster A3 uppers, and 
lower parts kits from Brownells. Check out Terry Bowers’ 
article on page 58 titled: The Ultimate Modern Sporting Rifle 
(MSR) - The New AR-15.

Oh, just as a side note on rifles for modern 3-Gun, if you 
want a real challenge, try shooting a modern 3-Gun match 
cowboy style. You will need four to six lever-action pistol 
caliber rifles per stage that you will have to place on the stage 
prior to running it. Shooting at long ranges with iron sights 
and using a pistol caliber rifle is extremely challenging.

Editor’s Note: It is always recommended that you clean your 
firearm after a day of shooting. Though no excuse, each of the 

Above: FNH’s SPR .308 with a Swarovski 5-25x Z5 scope. 
Chamber safety indicator and Harris bipod from Brownells. 
This is an outstanding tactical long-range rifle and worked 
very well for us on stage three at the 2010 MGM Ironman.

Above: Terry Bowers testing out the JR Carbine (Just Right 
Carbine) in 9mm. Shown here with a multi-reticle Sightron 
sight. Terry really liked the idea of using this as a pistol in 

the Trooper class.

Above: A close-up of Terry’s custom rifle with a custom 
camouflage paint job.  The lower is from Cavalry Arms with 
a lower parts kit from Brownells. It has a LAR Manufacturing 
upper receiver with a left-hand charging bolt, a Krieger 20” 
1:7.7 twist barrel, and ATI forend. The scope is a Z6i 1-6x 

from Swarovski.

boys, as well as some of the staff, were acting as ROs, runners, 
and assistants. They were all tired and dirty at the end of each 
day as the days didn’t finish until after 9:00 p.m.
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Private investigator Cy Lane must 
stop the Elymais coin from being 
used as part of a subversive plot 
against the United States – from 
its most vulnerable point – the 

presidency
www.johnhmanhold.com

www.amazon.com
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Above: Jake is running to the barricade with his M4 .

Why I Love 3-Gun!

By: Jake Denno (12)

I love 3-Gun for many reasons, but mostly because of the 
diversity in the stages, the weapons used, and the 3-Gun 
community. I also love 3-Gun because of the outstanding 
differences there are from match to match. 3-Gun competitions 
are amazingly fun. Stages can range from just shooting paper 
and steel targets to shooting off zip-lines. The weapons that 
are used range from shooting a pistol to shooting automatic 
weapons and grenade launchers. And what might be the best 
of all: 3-Gun has its own television show (3 Gun Nation) and a 
championship series that even includes shoot-offs for junior 
shooters! 

Stage Diversity and Planning

The 3-Gun stages are what really make this so much fun. 
Stages range from square bay-style paper and steel stages 
to running and gunning through open terrain at 7,500 feet 
in New Mexico. 3-Gun is like no other competition because 
in one match there may be shooting off a zip-line, shooting 
from sniper towers, breaching doors with battering rams or 
shotguns, running through shoot houses, clearing trench 
lines, shooting in underground caves, riding in military combat 
vehicles, or even going through surprise stages in dark houses. 
Simply put, 3-Gun stages are a dream come true!

Another major thing that makes 3-Gun so fun and challenging 
is the diversity in targets, the ranges to shoot at them, and 
the high round counts per stage. Targets can change three or 
four times during a stage, whether they are clays, steel, or 
paper. They could be stationary and moving, and many of the 
targets will be partially or mostly covered by no-shoot targets 
or placed at really hard angles. Rifle targets can be as close 
as a foot away or as far as 950 yards. Even pistol targets have 
been out as far as 50 yards, and some shotgun slug targets 
have been as far out as 90 yards. 3-Gun also has incredibly 
high round counts in some stages. There was one stage at the 
MGM Ironman that required 42 pistol, 36 shotgun, and 60 
rifle rounds. If that is not a fun and challenging stage, I don’t 
know what is!

Planning out 3-Gun stages is a much more complex process 
compared to planning out a USPSA pistol stage because of the 
length of the stage, the amount of ammo, and the weapon 
transition. Planning where to switch weapons and where to 
change magazines is very difficult and requires the shooter to 
do much more than visualize his stage when planning it out. 
Do it right, and it is really fun to shoot. Do it wrong, and it can 
be a very long stage. 3-Gun will test mind and body, not to 
mention the equipment. 

The Firearms and Divisions

3-Gun is such a challenging and fun type of competition 
because it is shot with three weapons, not just one. The 
shooter has to be good with all three guns all the time. 
The shotgun is the equalizer in 3-Gun because of its low 
ammo capacity and its time-consuming reload. Missing 
with a shotgun is devastating because even though there is 
a chance to recover from a mistake, the time it will take to 
reload could mean the difference between winning a stage 
and being somewhere in the middle of the pack. Long-range 
rifle portions of stages are another very common way to lose 
ground as well. Knowing where the bullet impacts at a certain 
range is a very important skill to master. Long-range is not 
the only place it is necessary to be good with a rifle.  Knowing 
how to adjust for the bore-sight differential when you are up 
close is very important because close-range targets usually 
have no-shoot targets and small gaps to get the bullet into 
to avoid penalties. The pistol portions of 3-Gun are actually 
pretty close to normal pistol competitions. Because most 
competitors in 3-Gun came from the pistol shooting places like 
USPSA and IPSC, pistol practice is much more straightforward, 
but the shooter still needs to practice to be good because the 
competition is good with a pistol, too.

Besides the three guns that have to be practiced with and 
brought to the match, many of the 3-Gun events will have 
special or stage weapons, as well. The stage or special weapons 
at a match can be some of the most fun but also some of 
the most dangerous to a shooter’s score. I have already been 
fortunate enough to be able to shoot a fully automatic UZI, 
an M-249 SAW and an M-203 grenade launcher. Some of the 
other special weapons in 3-Gun matches include MG-42 and 

Above: Jake on stage six of the 2010 Ironman with his 
Springfield M1A .308.

For Kids
By Kids
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Above: Jake going through the stage as he planned it out.

M-60 machine guns, suppressed ARs and SCARs, but the one I 
really want to shoot is the Dillon Mini-Gun at the Larue Tactical 
match. Some events will also have manufacturers there who 
will have their pistols and shotguns as stage weapons. The 
only thing I do not like about stage and special weapons is 
that the score depends on how one shoots with an unfamiliar 
weapon. The triggers and sights are usually really different 
from what I shoot, and the guns don’t always run well. At 
the Ironman, the UZI just would not function properly , and it 
really threw me off my plan for that stage. 

Getting to see all the gear and weapons is another great 
thing about 3-Gun. Every competitor seems to have something 
a little bit different from the next guy. Everything from basic 
ARs all the way up to the JP CTR-02 I now shoot can be seen 
at 3-Gun. Shotguns range from pump guns with a wood stock 
to the full R&R Saiga Open Race shotgun. Pistols are all about 
capacity and reliability. I have seen some people shoot their 
GLOCKs or Limited guns in the Open division because a secure 
holster is far more important than the advantage from a 
C-MORE red dot. 

3-Gun Community

The 3-Gun community is made up of a bunch of great people 
who really make it fun. From the pros to the juniors, we all 
help each other, and we really want to see everyone do well 

and have a good time. When I get off my plan or shoot a stage 
wrong, it is amazing how much support I get from the other 
shooters. Everyone is always there to lend a hand, teach me 
something new, help me get better, and learn from my runs. 

The folks at 3 Gun Nation have really taken 3-Gun to the 
next level. 3 Gun Nation has a very cool TV show on Versus 
Network, which interviews shooters and films and televises 
matches and shoot-offs. 3 Gun Nation works together with 
FN Herstal, Surefire, and a bunch of other sponsors to create 
and run the 3 Gun Nation Tour. Each of the 3 Gun Nation Tour 
events finishes up with a shoot-off. In the shoot-off, the top 
eight competitors go head-to-head in a ladder-style mini-
competition. The points earned in individual matches count 
towards the championship shoot-off at the end of the Tour. 
This year the crew at 3 Gun Nation has expanded the shoot-off 
and the championship tour to include both the lady and junior 
3-Gunners. 

It really is the amazing events, weapons, and people that 
make 3-Gun great. I cannot get enough of the sport, and I look 
forward to every match I shoot throughout the year. Anyone 
who has never competed in a 3-Gun event really should 
consider it. I think shooters will really be surprised at how 
much fun they can have 3-Gunning! 

I Love 3-Gun!
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Practicing for Modern 3-Gun
Practice, practice, practice! That is always the message in 

any sport, and it certainly holds true for 3-Gun competitions, 
as well. Practice is time-consuming, and, in the shooting 
sports, especially 3-Gun, can get to be very expensive. There 
are a number of ways to make it less time-consuming and less 
expensive. one of the best words of advice regarding both 
practice and competition is, “The best way to speed up is to 
slow down.”

Safety
Remember, no matter what type of practice you are doing, 

you always want to observe the safety rules. This is especially 
true while practicing at home. Don’t point ANY gun at a 
person, and always know what is behind what you are aiming 
at. Always treat a firearm as if it was loaded.

Practice at Home
Home practice means less time traveling to the range, 

and you don’t have to shoot real ammunition. Dry-fire is an 
excellent way to practice with your actual firearm, though you 
want to make sure you have an actual dry-fire cartridge in the 
chamber. These are available from Brownells. You can pick a 
spot in your house or garage and set up your own scenario. 
Where are the targets?  How many shots?  Which are rifle, 
pistol, and shotgun targets?  And you can even move to 
different firing positions. This lets you practice aiming, grip 
position, firing position, trigger squeeze, and transitions. 
Transition from one gun to another, or one firing position to 
another, can eat up time. If you have a number of dry-fire or 
practice shotgun shells, that will also let you practice reloading 
which is where a lot of people lose time in a match. NOTE: 
Never use live ammunition for reloading practice except on 
the range!

What about lasers? Practicing with lasers can be very 
rewarding. There are laser target systems available that 
are especially nice but a little expensive. (Let’s try to keep 
the cost down, too.) A number of companies build in-bore 
lasers that go in the front of the barrel. A few companies, 
such as Laserlyte, are building laser cartridges that fit inside 
the chamber and fire when the firing pin drops. These are 
excellent for practice and will show you exactly where your 
bullet would have hit. These cartridges are easy to use and 
can be used in dry-fire exercises as described above.

Airguns and airsoft guns are also another way to get 
excellent practice. These can be used indoors or out in the 
back yard. (Remember your safety rules.) Go back and check 
out the second article in this publication Practicing with 
Airguns and Airsoft. There is an airsoft replica for almost 
every type of firearm.

At the Range
You don’t need a lot of space to practice, even at the range. 

Find an unused berm and set a stage with different targets and 
different firing positions and include a couple of barricades. 
You want to include running so that you will be forced to 
shoot while your heart is beating fast and your body is tired. 
3-Gun is move, move, move and all about speed combined 
with accuracy. You can do this even in a relatively short berm. 
Place some of your handgun targets with your rifle targets at 
the very end of the berm. Put a pad on the ground about 12-
15 yards from the “small” pistol targets or “small” pistol and 

By: Andy Fink 

rifle targets out of the way of the rifle targets. Now string your 
shotgun targets down both sides of the berm and include a 
couple pistol targets mixed in. Place another pad at the firing 
line. Your rifle and shotgun are placed here pointing into the 
side of the berm not down range.  You are going to be going 
downrange.

When ready, go down-range and place your unloaded 
pistol on the pad. Return to the firing line. When the timer 
beeps, run downrange, pick up your pistol, load, and fire at 
your pistol targets.  For practice, I like to add a 10-second 
penalty for every miss: this will help focus your attention on 
accuracy. Holster your unloaded/cleared pistol and run back 
to the firing line. Pick up your shotgun and start downrange 

Above: Dallin Hixson (16) practices dry-fire at home even 
to wearing his Rudy Project shooting glasses. Middle: Snap 
caps are great for dry-fire and reloading practice. These 
are available from Brownells. Bottom: Laserlyte’s laser 
cartridges are excellent for training as the laser goes off 

when the firing pin hits the rear of the cartridge.
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1.  Cody Leeper (15) running back from shooting the second 
half of the pistol targets and going to the starting line to 
shoot the rifle.  A good shotgun belt is a necessity. This one 
was provided by 3 Gun Gear.

2.  Dallin Hixson (16) shooting the Texas Star under Travis 
Gibson’s tutelage. 

3.  Hayden Hixson (15) beginning the transition from 
shooting the rifle (Sig Sauer 522 .22 rimfire) and moving 
on to the shotgun.  Notice the shotgun loop on the left arm 
from 3 Gun Gear.

4.  Corey Shaw (17) shooting the S&W M&P 15-22 (.22 LR).

( 1 )

( 4 )

( 2 )

( 3 )
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shooting all of your shotgun targets. Place the safed shotgun 
on the pad.  (Now you know why the pad must be out of the 
way of the remaining targets.) Run back to the firing line and 
using the barricades you set up, shoot your rifle targets. I 
guarantee this will get your adrenaline pumping and provide 
excellent practice. If you have two berms available to you and 
can set up two different scenarios and run from one berm to 
the other combining the two berms into one stage, it would 
be even better.

Practice Guns and Ammunition
There is certainly no replacement for practicing with the 

exact same guns, gear, and ammunition you will use in a 
match. You definitely need to do this. However much of 
your practice, maybe with the exception of the shotgun, 
can be accomplished using other firearms and lower cost 
ammunition. 

Let’s say the full length of your firing range is 50 yards, 
though it may be even shorter, even 25 yards. It may be fine 
shooting paper targets with .223, but you don’t want to be 
shooting steel targets with a .223 at that distance; you may 
not have any steel left. 

.22 Long Rifle (LR) ammunition is cheap when compared to 
centerfire ammo, and if you use copper-coated, high-velocity 

ammo, it will function well in most centerfire replicas and 
conversions. You also don’t have to use true conversions 
or replicas to get the benefit of this practice, though true 
conversions may not have the exact function and feel as the 
originals. We use a combination for practice. 

Rifles in .22 LR we have used for practice include: Ruger 
10/22s, Ruger SR-22, S&W M&P 15-22, Umarex AR-22, Sig 
Sauer 522, Tactical Solutions AR-15 .22 upper, and an AR-
15 .22 conversion from Brownells. New, AR-type modern 
sporting rifles are being produced all the time. ISSC is now 
even making a .22 LR version of the SCAR which we will have 
tested just prior to printing this issue. We have even used 
a 9mm carbine in practice, the JR Carbine from EMF, which 
could be used in the Trooper class instead of a pistol. Check 
out the article in the first section of this issue titled Rifles for 
Ruger Rimfire.

Pistols in .22 LR we have used for 3-Gun practice include: Sig 
Sauer’s Mosquito, Sig Sauer P22 conversion on a P226, Ruger 
Mark III, Kimber 1911 .22 conversion, Tactical Solutions Paclite 
and Trailite, and the Browning Buckmark. We just got the 
GLOCK .22 conversion in, the TSG22 from Tactical Solutions 
and have tested it only. We are eager to use this in practice, 
as well. Check out the article in the first section of this issue 
titled Handguns for Ruger Rimfire.

Shotgun practice is a little more difficult. It is hard to use 
cheaper ammunition. I recommend getting a clay pigeon 
thrower and a whole bunch of clays. Don’t load the magazine 
tube. Instead, load one shell at a time and then practice 
reloading as fast as you can so can hit the next bird. Champion 
Targets (ATK) has excellent throwers and their clay birds are 
great.

In summary, practicing for your upcoming 3-Gun season can 
be fun, less expensive than shooting lots of centerfire ammo, 
and accomplished in a fairly small space. You could actually 
have small, indoor competitions. Just remember, safety first, 
fun second!

Above: Travis Gibson giving instruction to Hayden Hixson 
(15) on how to reload quickly from 3 Gun Gear’s shotgun 

armband. Shotgun is FNH’s SLP.

Above: Terry Bowers mounted a Valdada 4-12x hunting 
scope on a Tactical Solutions AR-22 M4 .22 LR upper with a 

Cavalry Arms lower for long-range practice. 

Above: Danny Garcia (17) drawing his GLOCK 17 Gen4 is 
getting ready to shoot the paper pistol targets before 
running down-range to shoot the steel knock-down plates.
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( 1 )

( 2 )

( 3 )

1.  Wyatt Gibson (9) practicing getting his clays using his dad’s 
3-Gun shotgun. Notice the extended magazine tube.

2.  Corey Shaw (17) using Champion Target’s bird thrower 
and clay pigeons. A real must-have to practice on birds. 

3.  Corey Shaw practicing with Umarex’s Colt M4 .22 LR 
which is an excellent practice rifle for iron-sight shooters 
that is almost identical to the original.
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The Ultimate Modern Sporting Rifle (MSR) - The New AR-15
This article could have many subtitles: “The Ultimate MSR 

for 3-Gun,” “for Tactical,” “for Personal Protection/ Home 
Defense,” “for Hunting,” and on and on. The question that I 
wanted to answer is: What would make the ultimate Modern 
Sporting Rifle “ultimate”? Would it be the barrel length? Or 
would it maybe be a collapsible stock? Or perhaps maybe the 
color?

 As for the ultimate of anything, it is important to define a 
goal. Note that without a goal, this is a very subjective idea 
indeed. As for my part, this article is about the rifle I wanted 
to build and used in the MGM Ironman with a consideration 
of what I wanted to test that would help young shooters 
achieve their goals. 

My first consideration was a versatile, fast rifle that could be 
depended upon. So function was important. Also, fit was very 
important. The MGM Ironman has very long shots, and yet 
the rifle must able to swing fast for close shoots as well, Close 
Quarters Battle (CQB.) 

The first decision that I made was to use a Cavalry Arms MKII 
lower. As you can see, my Cav Arms lower wasn’t the typical 
black. This is one advantage to the plastic material. Changing 
colors is really easy. However, color wasn’t my driving idea 
either. I chose the Cav Arms specifically because I liked the 
combination of a carbine-length stock that allowed the same 
familiar cheek weld I would have had with the AR rifles. I have 
shot in service rifle competition and the lightweight. The Cav 
Arms lowers were available completed or as a striped lower 
without the internal parts. My lower was striped so I installed 
a Brownells’ lower parts kit. Since the Cav Arms lower is a 
one-piece lower, some parts such as the pistol grip were not 
needed. The choice also has an advantage for kids that might 
shoot this rifle after me that some shooters might overlook. 
Because the stock is carbine length, it puts the weight of 
the rifle closer to the center of gravity for the shooter. This 
is particularly important for a young shooter. Three-gunning 
requires strength, dexterity, and speed. By having the rifle 
closer to the shooter, more weight is closer to the shooter’s 
center of gravity. This is a great advantage. Also, the stock 
length is fixed, and cheek weld will be the same as a standard 
AR-15. This means that all of the training I have done with the 
juniors in NRA Service Rifle becomes very applicable to the 
added complicated information overload that often happens 
in someone’s first 3-Gun match. Painting the lower would 
come later. For now, the blue-colored lower gave it some eye-
catching uniqueness.

The next component I considered was the upper receiver. 
This choice was driven with a thought in mind. I wanted a left-
handed charging system so that I could keep my right hand on 
the pistol grip and more quickly do left-handed mag changes. 
What I found was great. The Grizzly OPS 4 upper receiver 
was the perfect choice. With the OPS 4 unique design, this 
isn’t just another AR upper. It is milled out of a solid 7075-T6 
aluminum billet Okay. So are all of the others. What I wanted 
was durability, reliability, and left-hand charging operation. 
The Grizzly OPS 4 offers me all of this. For instance, the fully 
chromed bolt carrier stayed incredibly clean throughout 
the MGM Ironman. All other ARs that I have shot without a 
chromed bolt carrier took lots of deep cleaning after three 
days of shooting. When I finished the MGM, I was amazed 

By: Terry Bowers

Above: Terry Bowers’ custom MSR/AR-15 is just about the cat’s meow. He uses it for hunting and just about any sport.
Below: A close-up of the left side showing the LAR Manufacturing upper on the Cav Arms lower with the Swarovski Z6i scope.

at how little carbon was on the bolt and bolt 
carrier in the OPS 4. The charging handle is 
also the forward assist. This eliminates the 
need for a typical forward assist on the rifle’s 
upper. It also has a larger ejection port. Both 
of these ideas allow more room on the right 
side of the rifle. I liked how this gave more 
open area on the right side of my rifle for the 
Trijicon RM-5.

The Trijicon RM-5 is a battery-free sight 
using fiber optics and tritium. The dot is nine 
MOA. The unit is designed to automatically 
adjust the brightness of the reticle using a 
sensor within the unit. The body of the RMR 
is made of aircraft aluminum 7075-T6. This 
makes for the ultimate rugged, close-quarters 
sight – quick target acquisition. The ability to 
keep both eyes open to see everything around 
you and speedy follow-up shots are essential 
when time counts.

The next major component would be the 
20” chromed bead-blasted Krieger barrel. 
I like the 20” barrels for three-gunning for 
a number of reasons. First, the length is 
the same length as we shoot in Service rifle 
matches. This gave me the advantage of using 
my favorite bullet, the 69-grain Sierra match 
hollow-point boattail with one of the best 
barrel twist rates, the 1/7.7. I believe it is a 
good combination of weight to handle the 

wind but light enough not to increase recoil. This also is a great combination 
for juniors, as well. On the Krieger barrel, I used a Midwest Industries, Inc., low-
profile gas block from Brownells. 

This very small, low-profile gas block looks great and works well with the ATI 
eight-sided, free-floating forend I used on the barrel. Advanced Technology 
International’s AR-15 eight-sided rifle length, free-floated forend with rail 
combo package comes with barrel nut, jamb nut, six 4” aluminum picatinny 
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The Ultimate Modern Sporting Rifle (MSR) - The New AR-15

Above: Terry Bowers’ custom MSR/AR-15 is just about the cat’s meow. He uses it for hunting and just about any sport.
Below: A close-up of the left side showing the LAR Manufacturing upper on the Cav Arms lower with the Swarovski Z6i scope.

Above: Close-up of right side of LAR Manufacturing receiver 
and rear of Swarovski Z6i scope and Trijicon’s RMR red dot. 

Below: Terry sighting in his custom MSR/AR-15.

Above: Terry out hunting coyotes with Banjo.

wind but light enough not to increase recoil. This also is a great combination 
for juniors, as well. On the Krieger barrel, I used a Midwest Industries, Inc., low-
profile gas block from Brownells. 

This very small, low-profile gas block looks great and works well with the ATI 
eight-sided, free-floating forend I used on the barrel. Advanced Technology 
International’s AR-15 eight-sided rifle length, free-floated forend with rail 
combo package comes with barrel nut, jamb nut, six 4” aluminum picatinny 
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rails, and two 12” aluminum picatinny rails. This is the forend 
on the “ultimate black rifle”. This is the best way to handle 
the common question of where to mount things on a forend 
and the problem of picatinny being sharp on the hand. The 
reason is ATI has designed an eight-sided forend that can 
have picatinny mounted only where you want it, and, more 
importantly, not where it will interfere with your hand. 

Next, to top off this rifle, I put a Swarovski Z6i scope on a 
Warne RAMP (Rapid Acquisition Multi-sight Platform) scope 
mount. Swarovski is more than a great scope. I liked the 
variable power control that can be changed easily. Varying 
from one to six power was easy. I found that I could do this 
without fumbling for the control. This is because of the 
design of the variable power control. Also, the design of the 
illuminated reticle switch was good. It is easy to get my hands 
onto and has a vast amount of brightness adjustment in the 
lighted reticle. The ergonomics of this scope are great. I find 
I know where things are on this scope, and my hand goes 
smoothly back to the controls. I plan to use this scope on 
other rifles that juniors will use, particularly in an upcoming 
sporting rifle match. Swarovski’s motto is “see the unseen,” 
and I must tell you that during the Ironman we saw some 
windy, dusty, and rainy weather conditions. There were times 
that I realized that I was seeing and hitting targets that others 
were missing. I really do believe that the Z6i is why I saw the 
targets.

So, in conclusion, my ultimate MSR rifle was not black. It did, 
however, do just what I wanted for me and for the juniors that 
shot it, as well. I was able to put together great components 
that made, at least for my goals, the ultimate rifle. Every part 
and component was top quality, and I found out that ultimate 
can be achieved if you know what you are shooting for.

Above: Terry’s completed custom Modern Sporting Rifle with factory 77-grain bullet .223 ammo and handloads using 
Hodgdon’s Varget powder and Sierra’s 80-grain HPBT Match bullet and brass from Top Brass. Below left: a close-up of ATI’s  

eight-sided forearm with replaceable picatinny rails.

Above: Terry shooting on stage two at the 2010 MGM Ironman 
using FNH’s 3 Gun Nation barricade as a rest while shooting the 

knockdown plates out at 200 yards.
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